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Abstract 

 
This paper aims to compare the accuracy of three methods of sampling, 

namely Simple Random Sampling (SRS), Systematic Random Sampling and 
Stratified Random Sampling. The data used as the simulation is data PODES 
2011. So the data that is used as a parameter in this study are primary data in the 
form of data results PODES 2011 were rural / village with minimarket (RVM). 
The method of analysis is done in two stages. The first phase saw the condition 
of the minimarket population data as a basis for exploration. The second stage of 
the estimation simulate the total population and the variance by using simple 
random sampling, systematic random sampling, and stratified random sampling. 
The next stage of comparing the results of estimation of population parameters 
of the sampling methods to the total population of the minimarket PODES 2011. 
The results are reviewed based on the accuracy of each method. Stratified 
random sampling method (DKM as a base coating) with a sample size of 500 
generate predicted values with the highest degree of accuracy compared with the 
SRS and systematic random sampling. Its bias value at 22 outlets, its standard 
error of 2606.2 outlets, and his MSE of 6.79254 million. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sampling method is divided into two, namely sampling random and sampling is not random 
(Sugiyono, 2011). Some techniques sampling with probability sampling is serbagai follows 
simple random sampling, systematic random sampling, stratified random sampling, and cluster 
random sampling. Some sampling techniques with non-probability sampling is as the following 
convenience sampling, judgment sampling, quota sampling, and snowball sampling. 
In probability sampling, frame is absolutely necessary sample. Sampling frame is a list 
containing all members/elements of the population that will be the basis for the selection of 
samples (Sudaryono, 2012). One of the advantages of sampling random is that it can be used to 
draw conclusions  
Sampling method with simple random sampling done if an instance with n elements selected 
from a population with N elements such that every possible instance with n elements has the 
same chance of being selected  (Cochran, 1991). Systematic random sampling method, the 
population consists of N units are numbered 1 to N in some arrangement. To select a sample 
size of n units, randomly taken a unit of k units first, then take every multiple of k (Cochran, 
1991). Stratified random sampling method is done by dividing the population into smaller 
population (stratum). The formation of the stratum should be such that each sratum 
homogeneous by one or several specific criteria, then the sample is taken from each stratum 
randomly (Cochran, 1991). 
In a survey, usually the method used, evaluated by looking at the value of the standard error, 
bias, and the mean square error (Supranto, 2007). A method that has a value of the standard 
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error, bias, and the mean square error less say more accurate than the other methods. 
 
This paper tries to compare the value of the standard error, bias, and the mean square error of 
the sample were selected by simple random sampling method (SRS), systematic random 
sampling and stratified random sampling using data Village Potential in 2011 and then will be 
evaluated which method is the most accurate. 
This paper aims to compare the accuracy of three methods of sampling. This paper will only 
discuss about the sampling method was limited to simple random sampling (SRS), systematic 
random sampling and stratified random sampling and comparison of the accuracy of the three 
methods of sampling. Observed data is the data villages / village with minimarket across 
Indonesia. 
One reason to use the mini as an observation of this study because of the more extensive range 
of minimarket up village. This was caused by rising incomes, increasing population, the growth 
of middle class society of rapid income, urbanization, a strong level of consumer optimism, and 
the growth of commercial property (AC Nielsen in the Retail Industry Update Vol 16 Mandiri 
2014). The existence of minimarket which has reached the outlying villages have a positive 
impact as well as negative impacts. Some positive side, minimarket can supply food and 
beverage products easier at competitive prices, convenient shopping atmosphere, and 
management of modern management. While one downside, the existence of minimarket can 
threaten the existence of the traditional stalls. 
This research can provide some information applying sampling methods, especially with regard 
to the selection of a random sample. Application information can be useful as a reference for the 
survey or government agencies in order to use the most appropriate sampling method to infer 
the population, especially the population of minimarket in Indonesia. Thus, accurate data can be 
obtained so as to approach or even equal to the actual results. 
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
Data 
The data will be used in this research is data from Village Potential Data Collection (PODES) 
2011. PODES an entire village collection / villages throughout Indonesia. PODES data 
collection is done before the implementation of a census that is 3 times in ten years. 
 
Materials Research 
The data used as the simulation is data PODES 2011. So the data that is used as a parameter in 
this study are primary data in the form of data results PODES 2011 were rural / village with 
minimarket (RVM). The data obtained from the BPS. The data structure includes code 
provincial, district code / city, sub-district code, code villages / districts and the number 
minimarket. Definition minimarket is a modern store with a floor area of less than 400 square 
meters. Modern store is a store with a self-service system and sell various types of goods at 
retail. 
 
Analysis Method 
The first phase saw the condition of the minimarket population data as a basis for exploration. 
The second stage of the estimation simulate the total population and the manifold by using 
simple random sampling, systematic random sampling, stratified random sampling, and a two-
stage cluster sampling. The next stage of comparing the results of estimation of population 
parameters of the various sampling techniques to the total population PODES minimarket, 
2011. 
Simulations were performed for 100 times by taking a sample size n1 = 300, n2 = 400, and  n 3 = 
500. Simulations carried out with a lower instance, with the goal if the smaller sample yielded 
significant results, the cost of data collection can be reduced. To perform simulations used the 
program (macro) with Minitab 17 Statistical Software and SPSS. 
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Simple Random Sampling 
As the survey frame is a list (number) RVM throughout Indonesia. Mechanism suspect 
population is randomly drawn sample of all the serial numbers RVM as 8591 in Indonesia. 
Samples were taken as 300, 400, and 500 are used to estimate the total population of the entire 
Indonesian minimarket and a wide penduganya, this estimation is done 100 times to obtain an 
average estimate of the total population and its variance. 
 
Systematic Random Sampling 
As in simple random sampling, survey frame is a list of minimarket in Indonesia as many as 
8591 RVM. Then determine many samples taken (n1 = 300, n2 = 400, and n3 = 500), the next 
step determines the value of k is k = N / n, take the first random sample of 1 to k, the next 
second example is the first example plus k, and so on. Examples that have been taken are used 
to estimate the total population. Estimation is done 100 times to obtain an average estimate of 
the total population and its variance. 
 
Stratified Random Sampling 
In this analysis, there are two types of layers of the coating based on a number of minimarket 
and coatings based on urban-rural status. Type as the first layer is a layer of minimarket on 
RVM. Layer 1 is a minimarket with 1-4 outlets and layer 2 is the minimarket with over 4 
outlets. So the survey framework is RVM with 1-4 outlets and minimarket with over 4 outlets. 
The second layer as the layer type is urban and rural status. Layer 1 is RVM with urban status 
and layer 2 is RVM with rural status. So the survey framework is RVM with urban status and 
RVM with rural status. Samples were taken at random from each layer proportionally. 
Examples that have been taken are used to estimate the total population. Estimation is done 100 
times to obtain an average estimate of the total population and its variance. 
Table 1 below presents a summary of the simulation prediction minimarket population at 
various sampling techniques. 
 

Table 1 Simulation several sampling techniques to estimate population minimarket in 
Indonesia 

Sampling method Sample Size (n) Estimators Population 
(휏̂) 

Variance (휏̂) 
(푉휏̂	) 

Simple random 
sampling 

n1 = 300 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 
n2 = 400 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 
n3 = 500 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 

Systematic random 
sampling 

n1 = 300 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 
n2 = 400 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 
n3 = 500 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 

Stratified random 
sampling 

n1 = 300 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 
n2 = 400 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 

n3 = 500 (휏̂1....	휏̂100) = 휏̂ (푉1...	푉100) = 푉 
 
Sampling Selection Criteria 
According to Levy and Lemshow in Widaningsih (2006) estimate a population parameter has 
several characteristics, namely: 
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 Reliability. Terandal characteristics of a population estimate relates to how the ability of 
a probe (through repetition) generates an estimated . If we assume that no measurement 
error in a survey, the reliability of an estimator can be expressed in the context of a 
variety of sampling, or equivalent to the standard error. The smaller the standard error 
of the estimate, the greater the reliability. 

 Validity. Invalid characteristics of a population estimators related to how the middle 
value of a probe (through repetition) produces a different allegations with the actual 
parameter values. If we assume that no measurement error, the validity can be evaluated 
by observing the value of the bias of penduganya. Bias, B(휏̂) of estimated population (휏̂) 
of the population parameter (τ) is the difference between the expected value E (휏̂) with 
the actual value (τ), B(휏̂) = 	E	(휏̂) −(τ). Estimates of the population is said to be biased 
if B(휏̂) = 0. The smaller the bias, the greater validity. 

 Accuracy of an estimator is the extent to which the average an estimated value deviates 
from the value of the parameter being measured. Accuracy of an estimator is generally 
evaluated by MSEnya value, equivalent to the value of the square root of the MSE 
(symbolized by the RMSE or Root Mean Square Error). Mean Square Error, of 
estimators of the population (τ̂), written MSE (τ	), defined as the average of the squared 
deviations estimate of the total population with true population parameter multiplied by 
the odds πi .  MSE (τ	) = ∑ ( τ̂− τ)2 πi . MSE different from the variance estimator. 
MSE is the average of the squared deviations of the actual parameters, and variety of 
estimators is the average squared deviation of the average distribution of sampling. 
Relationship MSE and variance estimators are as follows, MSE (τ	) = Var (τ	) + B2(τ	). 
The smaller the MSE value of a probe, the greater the value of its accuracy. Accuracy of 
a probe cover both the previous characteristics of reliability and validity. 
The best sampling selection criteria based on the criteria of reliability (based on the 

value of the standard error), validity (based on the value of deviation / bias), and accuracy 
(based MSE). 

 
Related Research 
Several studies on the comparison method of sampling has been carried out. In 2006, Roch 
Widaningsih conduct comparative research sampling method for estimating populations of beef 
cattle in Karangasem regency. Then Nurhayati sampling method comparison study between 
simple random sampling stratified random sampling using the data generation. Then, in 2011, 
Eka Kusmayadi conduct comparative research sampling method to estimate the results of the 
election in Jembrana. 
 
RESULT  AND DISCUSSION 
Description of Data 

Table 2 shows the data description minimarket population in Indonesia in 2011. The 
number of 35 148 outlets minimarket. Based RVM, the average minimarket in each village / 
town at 4.09 74.3 manifold outlets and outlets. Village / town with a mini-high of 158 outlets. 

Table 2 Data on DKM minimarket population in Indonesia in 2011 
Parameter Value 

The Amount 
Mean 
Variance 

35148 
4,09 

74,305 
 
Minimarket distribution data according to the island can be seen in Table 4. The table 

shows nearly 80 percent of the mini was in Java and Sumatra. In other words, most of the mini-
scattered islands of western Indonesia. Java into the region with the highest minimarket 
distribution in Indonesia. The remaining 20 percent are in the islands of eastern Indonesia. 
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Table 3 Data distribution minimarket according to Indonesian island in 2011 
No Island Percentage Cumulative Persentage 
1 Sumatera 21.02 21.02 
2 Jawa 58.91 79.93 
3 Bali, NTB dan NTT 4.70 84.63 
4 Kalimantan 6.82 91.45 
5 Sulawesi 5.74 97.19 
6 Maluku dan Papua 2.81 100.00 

 
Comparison Between Methods of Sampling 
Table 4 shows that the simulation results, simple random sampling method produces relatively 
small bias. Bias in the smallest sample size of 400. While the larger the sample size, showing 
the smaller variety. This resulted in the MSE is also getting smaller in line with the small range 
of the enlarged sample size. In addition, the smaller the RSE provide information in line with 
the increase in the size of the sample. Simple random sampling method with a sample size of 
500 and the smallest MSE has the highest level of accuracy. 
Table 4 shows that the simulation results, systematic random sampling method produces biased 
relatively small. The smallest bias in the size of the larger sample size of 500. While the larger 
the sample size, showing the smaller variety. This resulted in the MSE is also getting smaller in 
line with the small range of the enlarged sample size. In addition, the smaller the RSE provide 
information in line with the increase in the size of the sample. Systematic random sampling 
method with a sample size of 500 and the smallest MSE has the highest level of accuracy. 
Table 4 shows that the simulation results stratified random sampling method based on the 
amount of the mini and urban and rural status as a layer produces a relatively small bias. Bias 
smallest at 500. While the sample size the greater the sample size, showing the smaller variety. 
This resulted in the MSE is also getting smaller in line with the small range of the enlarged 
sample size. In addition, the smaller the RSE provide information in line with the increase in the 
size of the sample. Stratified random sampling method based on the amount of the mini as a 
layer with a sample size of 500 and the smallest MSE has the highest level of accuracy. 
Comparison of the simulation results of several methods of sampling are shown in Table 4. 
Based on the MSE value and the standard error of each method, stratified random sampling 
method (number minimarket on RVM as a base coating) with a sample size of 500 generate 
predicted values with the level of reliability and highest accuracy . Value 2606.2 standard error 
of its outlets and MSE of 6792540. The simple random sampling method with a sample size of 
300 generate predicted values with the level of reliability and the lowest accuracy. Its standard 
error values of 4173.8 outlets and its MSE of 17.73861 million. 
Comparison between simple random sampling and systematic random sampling, systematic 
random sampling method shows the sample size of 500 is higher reliability and accuracy. This 
is indicated by the value of the standard error of 3080.9 outlets and MSE of 9,675,223. 
Comparison between simple random sampling and stratified random sampling, showing 
stratified random sampling method with a sample size of 500 is higher reliability and accuracy. 
This is indicated by the value of the standard error of 2606.2 outlets and MSE of 6.79254 
million. 

Tabel 
4 

Comparison of the simulation results of the sampling method 
  

Sampling 
Method 

n Bias 
(outlets) 

Bias 
against τ 

(%) 

Variance Std 
eror 

(gerai) 

RSE 
(%) 

MSE 

Simple 
Random 
Sampling 
 
 
Systematic 
Random 

300 
400 
500 
300 
400 
500 
300 

564 
122 
358 
593 
555 
428 
76 

1.605 
0.347 
1.019 
1.69 
1.58 
1.22 
0.22 

17420514 
13761826 
10847433 
15960952 
11942847 
9492039 
12770917 

4173.8 
3709.7 
3293.5 
3995.1 
3455.8 
3080.9 
3573.6 

12.07 
10.52 
9.23 

11.56 
9.99 
8.87 

10.15 

17738610 
13776710 
10975597 
16312601 
12250872 
9675223 
12776693 
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Sampling 
 
 
Stratified 
Random 
Sampling (a 
layer of 
minimarket on 
RVM) 
 
Stratified 
Random 
Sampling 
(Urban-Rural) 

400 
500 
300 
400 
500 

 

131 
22 

188 
216 
56 

0.37 
0.06 
0.53 
0.61 
0.16 

8659924 
6792056 
17175455 
13045712 
10375925 

2942.8 
2606.2 
4144.3 
3611.9 
3221.2 

8.40 
7.42 

11.85 
10.33 
9.15 

8677085 
6792540 
17210799 
13092368 
10379061 

 
 

 
CONCLUTIONS 
Sample size affects the accuracy of the information obtained from the sample. The larger the 
sample size showed higher levels of accuracy. Based on the simulation, stratified random 
sampling method has the highest level of accuracy than simple random sampling and systematic 
random sampling. The accuracy level based on the value of standard error, bias, and the smallest 
MSE. 
 
SUGGESTION 
The results of this study indicate that a similar study be done on other variables with different 
characteristics and national scale. Thus it can be obtained by standard sampling techniques in 
the suspect population. 
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